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AFM3 - May 14, 2015
Item # AFM3 was discontinued on May 14, 2015. For informational purposes, this is a copy of the website
content at that time and is valid only for the stated product.
LAB MATS
► Multilayered Adhesive Mat with Numbered Layers (30 Total)
► Interlocking Grease- and Chemical-Resistant Rubber Mats
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OVERVIEW
Thorlabs offers two solutions for floor mats in the laboratory: anti-fatigue and clean-walk mats. The black, rubber, anti-fatigue mats can be fit together to form
various lengths and offer a chemical- and grease-resistant floor solution. Our Clear-Walk adhesive floor mats have a tacky adhesive-coated film that
effectively captures dirt and dust from foot traffic and equipment wheels before entering controlled environments.
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Anti-Fatigue Mats
These black, rubber, anti-fatigue mats resist oil, grease, chemicals, and acids. Their interlocking design allows for end sections to be joined
together or for two end sections to be combined with several center sections to form any length in 900 mm (35.43") increments. A single mat
will span the width of a 3' (900 mm) ScienceDesk, while two mats joined together will span nearly the length of a 6' (2 m) optical table.
A waffle-shaped backing cushions the feet and absorbs shock, while a textured surface provides traction and prevents slipping. All exposed
edges are tapered to minimize trip hazards and to allow trolleys and carts to roll over without snagging. These mats are not conductive and
may be subject to static electricity build up.

Part Number

Description

Price

Availability

AFM1

Anti-Fatigue Mat, 900 mm x 700 mm (35.43" x 27.56"), End Piece

$37.00

2 Weeks

AFM2

Anti-Fatigue Mat, 900 mm x 700 mm (35.43" x 27.56"), Center Piece

$37.00

2 Weeks

AFM3

Anti-Fatigue Mat, 900 mm x 700 mm (35.43" x 27.56"), Individual Piece

$37.00

2 Weeks

Hide Clean-Walk Mats

Clean-Walk Mats
These adhesive floor mats have a tacky adhesive-coated film that effectively captures dirt and dust from foot traffic and equipment wheels
before entering controlled environments. Each layer is numbered, which helps both to ensure one-sheet removal and to identify the number
of remaining sheets. Low-profile construction reduces the risk of tripping and allows free movement of foot or wheel traffic.
The adhesive mat contains 30 transparent sheets, measuring 24" × 36" (609.6 mm × 914.4 mm), with polyethylene film backing. Simply
remove the clear backing, marked with a piece of tape, from the back of the mat to expose a tacky adhesive backing that sticks directly to a
clean, dry floor.

Part Number
ESD2436

Description
24" x 36" (610 mm × 910 mm) Adhesive Mat, 30 Sheets

Visit the Lab Mats page for pricing and availability information:
https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=2862
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Price
$52.10

Availability
Today

